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Heroes of Might and Magic III: The Restoration of Erathia (commonly referred to as Heroes of Might & Magic 3, or
Heroes 3, or HoMM 3 for short) a . Developer: Blizzard Entertainment. In Russia, localization is handled by

Blizzcon Studios. Heroes III is set in Germany, as well as Europe and China, where players will visit an amusement
park and a toy factory. The heroes go to England, Spain and Italy, as well as France and North America. New heroes

are active in European countries, and some locations may be changed. The plot of HoMM II was based on the
metalogical concept of its predecessor. The action of the game takes place during the struggle of God for gaining
power, and the main character is named «Esmey».According to the developers, they did not adopt the ideas of the
original script, but only decided to expand the universe. The main emphasis is on the storyline and gameplay. The

player will have to control various characters. The game consists of several game modes. In addition to classic duels,
the game features team battles, both in the genre of quests and in the genre of «-attacks», and, of course, the less

common battle mode — «, gaminator» (game for money). As mentioned above, the setting of the game is similar to
that of Heroes III: The Awakening. Like the original source, the world of Ho MM III contains heroes with their own

stories and abilities, and the struggle of the characters proceeds in a chess style, with a few additional ones. The
game has the so-called «. Today's users of the game, as a rule, refer to the setting of King II-III from old memory.
But, above all, the game is designed for people who encounter HoMM for the first time. The first gamers who got

acquainted with the game were visibly disappointed. This was mainly due to the fact that the game interface created
on the basis of Hero II lost a lot in portability from the native Heroes interface. The first claims were made in

connection with the possible
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